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What is MUN?
❏ Model UN is a simulation of the United 

Nations and other delegative bodies

❏ You play the role of a delegate, where you 
must represent a position and argue in its 
favor

❏ There are 2 major types of competitions:

❏ General Assemblies

❏ Crisis Committees



General Assemblies
❏ You represent a delegate 

from a country

❏ Relates to modern day issues

❏ Requires cooperation 
between delegates

❏ Is solution-based

❏ You represent a character 
from either a historical or 
fictional setting

❏ Relates to fiction or historical 
events

❏ Requires improvisational 
skills

❏ Is action-based

Crisis Committees



❏ We educate members on competition 
procedures

❏ We help members find their strengths

❏ We teach members how to research 
their positions

❏ We guide members on how to present 
their ideas

❏ We give members insight into real 
world topics

What We Do





This Year’s Competitions
❏ GATORMUN - UF

❏ KNIGHTMUN - UCF

❏ MICSUN - UM

❏ FIMUN - FIU

❏ Out of State - TBD

❏ NAIMUN LX - Washington DC

❏ NHSMUN - United Nations



FIU Conference 2022
https://muncbhs.weebly.com/

https://muncbhs.weebly.com/


Group Activity
Duration of 20 minutes



Instructions
❏ Split into groups of 4 

❏ Select a team leader to present a 30-second speech

❏ You will be presented with a prompt in the following slide

❏ Your group will  have 7 minutes to plan your response

❏ Feel free to ask the officers for help



Attention Delegates! Welcome to the general assembly of the United Nations. 
We have gathered here to discuss the ongoing refugee crisis caused by the 
Russo-Ukrainian war. Each group will craft a speech based upon the information 
below. 

Summary: Since the beginning of the war in the 24th of February 2022, about 7 
million Ukraianians have been recorded as refugees in Europe (UNHCR,2022). 
Millions more, are internally displaced. This has created a humanitarian crisis, and 
each European country has reacted differently. 

Prompt: Meeting of the General Assembly (UNHCR)



Groups
Russia (1): The Kremlin claims that it is helping refugees escape war zones, and Putin 
has declared that refugees will receive a 10,000 rouble payment. Russia wants to appear to 
be treating refugees humanely amid international criticism.

Ukraine (2): Ukraine is grateful to all western nations that have accepted its refugees. 
However, it accuses Russia of forcing Ukrainains to come to Russia as refugees, and 
believes that Putin is using them as leverage. 

Poland (3): Poland is strongly committed to helping Ukrainian refugees. Most have been 
brought into private homes and treated as guests. The government has allowed them equal 
access to the labour market and provided them with generous benefits. 

Germany (4): Germany has taken over one million Ukrainian refugees. In the beginning, 
there was an outpour of support from the populace. Now, the national debate has shifted 
towards rising gas prices. Germany is looking to possible sending its refugees to other 
countries. 



Groups
United States (5): The United States has admitted about 100,000 refugees via a new 
program championed by the Biden administration. The United States is willing to help with 
financial aid, but reluctant to bring in to many refugees. 

France (6): France has admitted many Ukraiains, and is looking for a permanent solution 
to the crisis via integration methods. This includes teaching refugees French, and helping 
them better live in French society permanently. 

Hungary (7): Hungary has accepted about 800,000 refugees, and its population is 
committed to aid them. However, the government has implemented an officially neutral 
policy, and would be reluctant to offend Russia. 

Romania (8): Romania has taken in more than a million refugees, but is not able to 
support all of the independently, it has called for international aid. The Romanian 
government is looking for a solution that would help lessen the burden they are currently 
carrying (either through sending refugees to other countries, or receiving more aid). 



Example of Other 
Activities

Crisis



The Apocalypse Begins
Seemingly overnight, the United States has fallen to the zombie hoards. 
As far as you are concerned only you and a small congregation of kids 
remain alive here in Weston. In order to ensure your survival, you have 
decided amongst yourselves to divide into groups and develop plans on 
how to survive. Once presented, the plans will be voted on in order to 
choose the best course of action. You can use anything within the South 
Florida area to your advantage, restaurants, supermarkets, infrastructure, 
homes, etc. Will you survive?



Join Our WhatsApp if you haven’t

@CBHSMUN

cbhsmodelun@gmail.com

Meetings every Tuesday



THANK YOU FOR COMING

Meeting Adjourned


